










Brown & Knight VFW Post 8268
on its FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
Chartered August 26, 1946...originally named the Calvin Brown Post...renamed
the Brown & Knight Memorial Post #8268, honoring Robert Knight, Jr., killed
in action in Vietnam, April 1 1 , 1969...a feature of the Town of
Bennington...Post members once met in a one-room school located across from
Town Hall. They purchased the former Boston and Maine Depot in 1967.
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bennington in the County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote: You are hereby notified to meet at the Fire Station on Tuesday, the eighth
day of April, next at eight o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Note: The casting of absentee ballots will begin at 2 p.m. The polls will close at 7 p.m.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty thousand dollars
($60,000) for the purpose of construction and original equipping of a new Highway Department
Garage and to authorize the issuance of not more than sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) of bonds
or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
to authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon; further to raise and appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand five
hundred eighty-seven dollars ($14,587) for payment of the first year principal and interest.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
3. Shall the Town vote to amend its Conflict of Interest Ordinance as follows: (Full text
of proposed amendment, current ordinance and legal opinion attached).
Petitioned Warrant Article.
4. Shall the Town vote to elect the five members of the Planning Board pursuant to the
provisions ofRSA 673:2,II(b)(2)?
Petitioned Warrant Article.
5. Shall the Town vote to elect the five members of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
pursuant to RSA 673:3?
Petitioned Warrant Article.
6. Shall the Town vote to reinstate the practice of printing the complete invoice and
property tax listing, including gross tax and a complete listing of unredeemed taxes in the
annual report?
Petitioned Warrant Article.
7. Shall we adopt provisions ofRSA 466:3 1 ; and approve an Ordinance defining
and regulating the control of dogs in the Town of Bennington? (Full text of the
Ordinance attached).
Recommended by the Selectmen.
8. To see whether the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 154:1(111), to choose a form of fire
department organization in which the Chief and Officers are elected, while the firefighters
would be elected by firefighters. Since the Town does not currently have a fire department
organization that complies with the provisions ofRSA 154: l(a)-(e), it is understood that this
organization will take place immediately, without the one year delay provided for by RSA
154: l(rV) and will result in all firefighters in good standing as of the date of this vote to be
enrolled as such and entitled to vote for the admission of future firefighters to their number.
The present fire chief and officers will similarly be immediately installed as the chief and
officers for a term of 1 year each, at the conclusion of which they shall be subject to
reelection. By-laws governing the conduct of the election of firefighters may be drafted by
the firefighters and once approved by them submitted to the Selectmen and the Fire Chief for
approval. When and if approved by the Selectmen and the Fire Chief the same shall
thereafter govern the conduct of the firefighter selection process. Said By-laws shall include
a provision that allows them to be amended in the same manner. By-laws, rules and
regulations of the department that govern matters other than the election of firefighters shall
be drafted by the Fire Chief.
Recommended by the Selectmen.
9. Shall we modify the Elderly Exemptions from property tax in the Town of Bennington
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65
years of age up to 75 years, $20,000; for a person 75 years up to 80 years, $40,000; for
a person 80 years of age or older, $60,000. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or
jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been
married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not
more than $18,500 or, if married, a combined net income of less than $25,500; and
own net assets not in excess of $50,000 excluding the value of a person's residence.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
10. To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable general trust fund, to be known
as the "Bridge Maintenance Fund", for the purpose of construction or reconstruction
of town bridges and to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000)
for deposit in such account, and to grant the Selectmen the right to withdraw such
sums as may be required for emergency repairs to bridges, after a Public Hearing but
without further action ofTown Meeting, or take any other action thereon.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal from the Used Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund such funds as are necessary for the purchase and equipping
of a Forest Fire vehicle, final purchase and equipment costs to be determined by
the Selectmen.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
12. To see if the Town will vote to (1) raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) to be placed in the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund (2) authorize
withdrawal from that fund such funds as are necessary, not to exceed one hundred forty-two
thousand five hundred dollars ($142,500), for the purchase of a 1997
International Pumper and (3) authorize the Trustees of Trust Funds to arrange for
short-term borrowing in respect to the purchase in order to meet payment
deadlines/maximize return from invested funds.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
dollars ($2,000) to be placed in the Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand
dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars
($10,000) to be placed in the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
16. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the purpose of a Highway Equipment Loader/Grader
and to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) to be
placed in this fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand five
hundred dollars ($2,500) to be placed in the Water Department Capital
Reserve Fund for Equipment Replacement.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
18. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions ofRSA 35: 1 for the purpose of a Sewer Department Septic
Lagoon Dredging Fund and to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
five hundred dollars ($2,500) to be placed in that fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand
dollars ($4,000) to be placed in the Library Capital Reserve Fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
20. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions ofRSA 35:1, for the purpose of a Highway Department/Recreation
Department mower, and to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars
($5,000) to be placed in that fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four hundred fifty
dollars ($450) as its share of 1997-1998 programming for Project LIFT (Fuller
Public Library, Hillsboro) which provides literacy services and materials to
Bennington residents over 16 years of age.
Petitioned Warrant Article. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate its share, the sum of eight
thousand three hundred fifty dollars ($8,350) to perform water testing, gas survey
monitoring, topography testing and the mowing of grass at the former Tri-Town
Landfill, all as required by the post-closure agreement with the State ofNew
Hampshire; the costs of which are shared by Antrim, Bennington and
Francestown.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
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23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
dollars ($2,000) to replace and/or upgrade the Police Department's two existing
computers.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand
and fifty dollars ($5,050) for tree/limb/masonry and gravestone work at the Town's
Cemeteries.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand
dollars ($4,000) to replace the Water/Sewer Department Flow Meter on Old
Antrim Road.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
26. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with
the warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling seven hundred forty-two
thousand three hundred thirty-eight dollars ($742,338)?
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-first day of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and ninety-seven.
/ James W. Cleary7Chairman
Board of Selectmen
Bennington, New Hampshire
A true copy of Warrant - Attest
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
It's customary in the 90's, for corporate America and our elected politicians, on assuming
office, to closet themselves and their staffs for a week or weekend at some isolated
retreat to craft a set of goals and objectives for their administration.
We didn't go through that exercise last March, but we did have a good collective sense of
what we hoped to accomplish in the year. This Report is a Balance Sheet, of sorts, and
may help you to make your own critical analysis of our performance.
Our first thought on taking office was to move forward from a long and occasionally
bitter political campaign. We attempted to do this by word, at the March 14 Town
Meeting; by being gracious in victory and by demonstrating our respect for the views of
our opponents and their supporters. We have attempted to bring them into active roles on
Town Boards and Committees, and have made an honest effort to carry to completion
worthy efforts generated during their terms in office.
We remain concerned about the ill will and the personal animosity which still remains in
Bennington. We are committed to those acts of acceptance and understanding that will
bring the Town and its people closer together.
A second aim of the Board for 1996 was to improve communication between citizens and
Town officials. We've attempted to do that by welcoming any resident to approach the
Board with a problem at our Wednesday meetings; by making ourselves available at
home and on the street as our own schedules permit, by encouraging Departments, such
as the Police Department to assume pro-active postures in community relations. And,
finally, we have published issues of the "Bennington Bulletin" designed to provide first-
hand and usable advice on a range of topics - from abatement requests to septic
problems.
It's doubtful that any Selectmen elected anywhere doesn't have as a goal the reduction of
property tax. We had the collective pleasure of announcing a seventeen percent decrease
last fall, and we're striving to hold that rate, or effect even another decrease for 1997.
Much credit should go to the Boards which preceded this one; to those individuals who
worked diligently, for several years to effect a change in the Conval School District
Formula, both Bennington citizens and those in adjoining towns and to people of
goodwill elsewhere in the District who eventually recognized inequity and corrected it at
the polling booth.
The future of the ski area on Crotched Mountain was, to say the least, bleak even after
tremendous snowfall during the winter of 1995-96. But the atmosphere has changed.
Where March 1996 found lethargy; even hopelessness among the leadership and
divisiveness between the principles there is now both a concerted effort to market the
Mountain in a business-like manner, consensus among those principles that the right
attitude can make it happen. Perhaps more important, there is demonstrated enthusiasm
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on the part of potential buyers. The Bennington Board can properly claim that theirs' was
the catalyst role that has brought the principles and prospective purchasers to the table.
There is hope.
In December, the Town's insurers signed a settlement which ended an eight-year series of
court cases against the Town, its former Police Department and Town Boards. That
action, coupled with those made a year ago and several other favorable court judgments
in 1996 sharply reduced the number and significance of legal clouds over the Town. We
sincerely hope that they harbinger a new and brighter day for the community.
The Board's effort to resolve the long-standing issue of Durgin Road/Merrill Drive
completion did not succeed. The Selectmen drew up a plan of action which it felt would
be in the best long-term interest of the abutters there and ofthe Town. It was made clear
from the outset that the plan was totally dependent on the decisions of the Planning
Board and the ZBA. They are independent entities. They saw fit to disallow excavation
in the area. The Board's pledge is to continue its effort to get the roads completed at the
least possible cost in the most equitable manner for everyone concerned. We welcome
citizen input.
Some significant decisions in a community go unnoticed. That happened this year with
the Police Department. The Selectmen accepted the resignation in June of ChiefCam
Brown after only 1 8 months on the job. Officer Steve Campbell, with relatively little on-
the-street law enforcement experience, was chosen to lead the Department. Steve's
community-relations skills have served him well, and we look forward to his and the
Department's continued growth.
The most dramatic physical change in Bennington - the rebuilding of the Pierce School -
is shown in pictures elsewhere in this Report. We congratulate the School's teachers and
staff; all the parents and the youngsters themselves on the positive attitude they've taken
to the difficult year of dislocation and adjustment. We join them in looking at the day
when the new Pierce School opens its doors, not just as a learning institution, but as a
civic centerpiece.
Tradition seems to demand that this Report includes a look into the community's future.
We've dealt with some of the problem areas already. We know they're solvable; the
groundwork has been done and we have every confidence that the Selectmen will tackle
them with equal enthusiasm.
We take this opportunity to thank the leadership and members of the Town's Boards,
Committees and Commissions for their contributions of time, skill and judgment; we
thank Department Heads and employees for their faithful service and we thank you as
fellow citizens for your continued support.
Jim, Terry, John
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





BUDGET OF THE TOWN
Bennington N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1997 or
for Fiscal Year From
Date
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2 Hold at least one public hearing on this budget
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administrabon at the address above.
SELECTMEN (PLEASE SIGN IN INK)









4909 laprov. Other Than Buildings
CTERATDe TRANSFERS OUT












4913 To Capital Projects Fund
4914 To Enterprise Fund
4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 43000 54000
4916 To Expendable Trust Funds
(except Health Waint. Trust Fund)
4917 To Health naintenance Trust Fund
4918 To Nonexpendible Trust Funds
SUBTOTAL 2
fecial warrant articles are defined in RSA 35:3, VI, as 1> petitTonaa^erfssn^artTcTaaTT^enarocU Mho— auuruur utiom is raise
bonds or notes; 3) an article which cells for an appropriation to a aapai aio fund l i eaten
1 pursuant to lav, such aa capital raaerv
Hmds or trust funds; and 4) any article

3912 Special Revenue Funds
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




Town of Bennington, New Hampshire
We have compiled the financial statements of the Town of Bennington, New Hampshire for
the year ended December 31, 1996 included in the accompanying Form F-65 (MS-5), in accordance
with Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants.
Our compilation was limited to presenting in the form prescribed by the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration, information that is the representation of Town Officials.
We have not audited or reviewed the financial statements referred to above and, accordingly, do not
express an opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
The financial report, Form F-65 (MS-5), is presented in accordance with the requirements
of the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration which differ from generally accepted
accounting principles. Accordingly, these financial statements are not designed for those who are





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
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BENNINGTON, NH 03442 9999
ANNUAL CITY/TOWN
FINANCIAL REPORT
R.S.A. CHAPTER 21 -J
GENERAL FUND - Revenues and expenditures for the period - Specify -
January 1, 1996 to December 31, 1996
OR
July 1, 199_ to June 30, 199_
(Please correct any error in name, address, and ZIP Code)
State of New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
PO Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1 122
Telephone: (603) 271-3397 __
A. REVENUES - Modified Accrual
1. Revenues from taxes
a. Property taxe (commitment less overlay
Plus line 6, column C, page 11) 3110 s
m
1,784,115
b. Exhibit - taxes paid to school districts
(Total on line 16c, page 7) For Census Bureau Info. 1,308,295
c. Land use change taxes 1,500
d. Resident taxes
e. Yield .taxes 12,628
f. Payments in lieu of taxes
g. Other taxes (Explain on separate schedule)
h. Interest and penalties on delinquent taxes 61,953
i. TOTAL (Excluding line 1b) 1,860,196
2. TOTAL revenues for education purposes
(This entry should be used by the few municipalities which
have dependent school districts only)
3. Revenue from licenses, permits, and fees
a. Business licenses and permits
GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. REVENUES - Modified Accrual (Continued)
4. Revenue from the federal government












1 GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. REVENUES - Modified Accrual (Continued)















No. expenditure land purchases Construction
(a) (b) (cj (d)
a. Executive
GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual (Continued)
4. Sanitation
Account Total Equipment and
No. expenditure land purchases Construction
(a) i (b) (c) (d)
a. Administration
GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual (Continued)
9. Culture and recreation
Account Total Equipment and
No. expenditure land purchases Construction
(a) (b) (c) (d)
E61 G61 F61
a. Parks and recreation
GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual (Continued)
15. Interfund operating transfers out
a. Transfers to special revenue funds
Account Total Equipment and
No. expenditure land purchases Construction
(a) (b) (c) (d)
4912 7,500 $
b. Transfers to capital projects funds
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET - Please specify the period -
As of December 31 , 1996 OR June 30, 199
A. ASSETS
1. Current assets





A. RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
1 School district liability at beginning of year
(Account number 2075, column b, on page 8)
2. ADD: School district assessment for current year
613,967
(Should equal line 676c, Account number 4933, on page 7)
This page may be used to provide the detail requested whenever "Explain" or "Specify" is found. If
additional space is needed, please add extra pages using the following format Please show the
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g'EattX , SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET
The data requested below should be included in parts l-IV. By supplying this information you will
not be asked to complete Census Bureau forms F21 orF22.















gg&gft SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET (Continued)
D. SALARIES AND WAGES Total wages paid
Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before zoo
deductions for social security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries and wages paid to
employees of any utility owned and operated by your government, as well as salaries and
wages of city employees charged to construction projects. These amounts may be taken
from the W3 form filed by your government for the year ended December 31
.
$257,949
E. CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF FISCAL YEAR
Report separately for each of the three types of funds listed below, the total amount of cash on hand and on
deposit and investments in Federal Government, Federal agency, State and local government, and
non-governmental securities. Report all investments at par value. Include in the sinking fund total any mortgages
and notes receivable held as offsets to housing and industrial financing loans. Exclude accounts receivable, value







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
P.O. Box 1 1 22



























Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
GENERAL ACCOUNT







Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 1996 $ 360,683.05
CONSERVATION FUND
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1996 $ 3,725.06
Interest Earned to December 3 1 , 1 996 96.37
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 1 996 $ 3,82 1 .43
HAZARDOUS WASTE COLLECTION
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1996 $ 1,155.86
Interest Earned to December 3 1 , 1 996 28.82
Ending Balance December 25, 1 996 $ 1 , 1 84.68
SAWYER PARK
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1996 $ 245.90
Interest Earned to December 3 1 , 1 996 .92
Ending Balance December 3 1 , 1 996 $ 246. 82
WELCOME SIGN
Opening Balance $ 660.21
Transfer To General Fund, October 1 9, 1996 205.00
Interest Earned to October 3 1 , 1 996 1.57




Town Clerk's Revenue Report
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
Motor Vehicle Regis
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE







SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1996 IN Hillsborough COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
• This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is correct to the
best of our knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:34
selects of . . .Bennington
Date August 28, 1996
REPORTS REQUIRED: RSA 21-J:34, as amended, provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated revenues and such
other information as the Department of Revenue Administration may require upon blanks prescribed for that purpose.
Return this completed Summary Inventory form to the Dept. of Revenue Administration, P.O.Box 1122, Concord, NH 03302-1122 by
September 1st.
You may duplicate Page 5 for each district whose valuation differs from the Town/City valuation; please note the name of the
district at the top of each Page 5 provided. Thank you.
PENALTY: FAILURE TO FILE BY SEPTEMBER 1st MAY RESULT IN $5.00 PER DAY
PENALTY FOR EACH DAY'S DELAY. (RSA 21- J: 36)
NOTE: PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE INFORMATION ON PAGE 3 AND 4 (ALSO PAGE 5,




Name of Municipality: Bennington
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FRCM PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
The amounts Listed in this section should not be included in assessed
valuation column on page 2.
Name of Municipality: Bennington
UTILITY SUMMARY: ELECTRIC GAS t PIPELINE COMPANY
Insert valuation of plant used in production, distribution and transmission. The total in each column should agree
with the totals listed under the corresponding items on Page 2 of this report. (RSA 72:8)
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
Concord, N.H. 03302-1122
1996 Tax Rate Calculation




Less: Shared Revenues 19,978
Add: Overlay 10,184
War Service Credits 6,550
Net Town Appropriation 463,054
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort 463,054
Municipal Tax Rate 7.59
School Portion —
Due to Local School
Due to Regional School 1,308,295
Less: shared Revenues 59,099
Net School Appropriation 1,249,196
Special Adjustment
Approved School(s) Tax Effort 1,249,196
School(s) Tax Rate 20.49— County Portion —
Due to County 110,928
Less: Shared Revenues 4,514
Net County Appropriation
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort
County Tax Rate
Combined Tax Rate
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Commitmen
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District Commitment( s )
Total Property Tax Commitment
-- Proof of Rate -
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate
60,967,645 29.83
1996 Bond Requirement
Treasurer: 68,000 Tax Collector:
Town Clerk: 15,000 Trustees of Trust Funds:
106,414
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT





SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
TAX LIEN ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES:
1995 1994 PRIOR
Unredeemed Liens January 1, 1996 $125,244.26 $225,460.22
Liens Executed 1 996 $1 59,61 9.04
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution $3.283.27 $8.795.79 $28.804.71
TOTAL DEBITS $162,902.31 $134,040.05 $254,264.93
REMITTANCE TO TREASURER
Redemptions $42,262.72 $39,350.44 $80,073.33
Interest & Costs After Lien Execution $3,283.27 $8,795.79 $28,584.93
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes $1 ,690.20
Liens Deeded to Municipality $4,393.22 $19,944.50 $137,250.11
Unredeemed Tax Liens
December 31, 1996 $112.96310 $64.259.12 $8.356.56
TOTAL CREDITS $162,902.31 $134,040.05 $254,264.93
A list of unpaid accounts is available for public inspection, at Town Hall,





WATER & SEWER FINANCIAL REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
Unpaid Balance January 1, 1996 $3,627.46
Charges:
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31,1 996

















































































Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Selectmen Salaries




















Total Tax Anticipation Notes $ 407,917.00
PRINCIPAL - LONG TERM NOTES
Note Repayments $ 1,300.00
General Obligation Debt 4 1 ,750.00
Landfill Closure Bond 105.000 00
Total Principal $ 148,050.00
INTEREST - LONG TERM NOTES
Interest on Notes $ 715.00
Interest on General Obligations 26,260.00
Interest on Closure Bond 5.460 00
Total Interest $ 32,435.00
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS





Total Capital Reserve Funds $ 41,195.00
1996 WARRANT ARTICLES
Supplemental Checklist Wages $ 450.00
Dredge Septic Lagoon 30,000.00
Police Part-Time Wages 3,289.00
Fire Department Equipment 4,360.00
Fire Department Windows 5,529.00
Fire Department Roof 2,675.00
Landfill Post-Closure Costs 1 1 ,867.00
Project Lift 450 00
Total 1996 Warrant Articles $ 58,620.00
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EDWARD E. FRENCH SCHOLARSHIP $ 500.00 $ 500.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION DUES $ 375.00 $ 375.00
TAXES PAID TO HILLSBORO COUNTY $ 110,928.00 $ 110,928.00
TUITION PAID TO CONVAL SCHOOLS $1,398,944.00 $1.398.944.00
Total 1996 Expenditures $2,840,292.00
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THE NEW PIERCE SCHOOL
Groundbreaking October 10, 1996
The price of progress. ..an apartment house; and at one time a busy general store,
the landmark was gutted by the wrecking crew in a matter of minutes last
October as part of site preparation.
64
...The sounds of bulldozers and earth movers filled Bennington's air through the
fall and winter of 1996-97. Pierce School's new foundations rise above the
snow...five months before the first day of school '97.
65
1996 PAYROLL




















Foote Sr., Lester 11,221.89
















































1996 G.E.P. DODGE LIBRARY FINANCIAL REPORT
TRUSTEES' OPERATING ACCOUNT
Cash on hand 1-1-96 879.70
RECEIPTS from:
Library Trust Funds 4,325.50
NOW acct. interest 21.89
Book sales/Fundraising 740.93


















Copy Machine 1 , 353 . 50
12,959.15 - 12 ,959
Cash in Operating Acct. 1/1/97 1,372
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LIBRARY
1996 was another very full year at the G.E.P. Dodge Library. Inter-library loan requests
went off the charts, our patron base continued to grow, and our patron's needs have
become more demanding and specialized. Melissa, Chris, Debi and I have found 1996 to
be both gratifying and challenging. We have had to adjust our schedules and assignment
of duties. It has been a year of growth in numbers ofvolumes and information requested
and borrowed. If the first month of 1997 is any indication of what the rest of the year
will be like, we will be in for an unbelievable year. The following are some of the
ongoing programs the library has offered throughout the year.
Project LIFT is into its fourth year in Bennington. This program is in conjunction with
Hillsboro, Antrim, and now Deering and Francestown. Bennington's adult students
benefit from tutors and materials necessary for completion ofGEDs or learn to read, and
master the math skills necessary for various employment opportunities. Ifyou are
interested in being either a student or a tutor, contact the Bennington Library, or the
Hillsboro Library.
Every year during the months of February through April, AARP has had a representative
available weekly at the library to assist Bennington residents with tax help. This year and
for the past nine years this representative has been Jim Shea of Peterborough. The library
makes available tax forms for anyone who needs them, and should anyone be doing
retrospective tax filings, we keep the manuals and reproducible forms two years back.
Available through the library, too, is information for NH job works. Should you need
this service, we can show you how to contact NH job works at home, and should you not
have the equipment to do so, we can gather the information for you. Many patrons have
taken advantage of this service over the past year.
Beginning in early 1997, a Book Discussion group will be formed in conjunction with the
Antrim Library. To participate, sign up at either the Bennington or Antrim libraries.
Last winter, Debi Belcher and Linda Osienski attempted to start a "hand craft circle" on
Sunday afternoons in the library. Anyone working on knitting, stitching, darning,
crocheting and needlepoint or need instruction were encouraged to bring their work to
the library. Should anyone be interested in taking up this activity again, please contact
the library.
Ongoing throughout the year the library offers programs every week. Through June of
1996, students of Pierce School came to the library weekly for a story and to select books
for either silent reading time, pleasure, or for enhancement of their curriculum. We look
forward to their return in September of 1997. We continue to have story time for the
students of Small Beginnings, and too a story and craft time for children who are not yet
in school, every Monday morning. Last year we also offered a library skills class for
home school families along with their own story time.
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Several times throughout the year we offer holiday and seasonal programs in the
evenings for families. These programs have been a lot of fun for the younger members of
our community who get a chance to dress up and see other children their age. It is also a
good opportunity for parents to meet other adults and their families from town. Many
friendships have been forged at these events.
One terrific program we have been fortunate to offer Bennington children is the Summer
Reading Program. As in years past, the program was sponsored by CHILIS (Children's
Librarians ofNew Hampshire) and FirstNH Bank. Locally we have been supported by
the Bennington Country Store with free popscicles and videos, Great Brook Veterinary
Clinic for funding donated from the rabies clinic to cover art and craft materials, and the
Toadstool, permitting use of gift certificates. 1996's summer reading program was
entitled "The Best Game Around". With the help of Debi Belcher's creative and artistic
talents, we converted the library to a giant Monopoly board. This year the 68 participants
earned turns at throwing the dice and moving around the "board" by reading pages. As a
result we had a grand total of 70,727 pages read!
For older summer reading program participants ages 1 1 to 16, we had a Mystery Night.
With the help of 8 adult volunteers, we staged a murder that had to be solved. The
"detectives" were set up in teams of two, and had a time limit to solve the murder. It was
so much fun, that we will be sure to repeat Mystery Night this coming summer too.
Last year I retired as Nubanusit Library Cooperative secretary after four years, and then
took on the job of president to the Area Library Forum n. Both the Nubanusit
Cooperative and the Forums are vehicles for information on state and national laws
affecting libraries and their patrons, for the ongoing education for librarians and their
trustees, and sources for information concerning collection, management, and
cooperation amongst state libraries. Without these and other state and national library
organizations, our library and others would be operating in a void, and would receive
none of the benefits reaped by these memberships.
The library has purchased a book in memorial to Ruth A. Cody. The book is entitled:
The Book of American Traditions: Stories. Customs and Rites of Passage to Celebrate
Our Cultural Heritage , by Emly Jenkins. This book is an excellent resource for not only
Pierce School students doing reports about the US and its customs, but too for curious
adults. Please come in and check it out, and continue to learn from Mrs. Cody.
Thank you to all of our volunteers who have put so much of their time and their talents to
benefit Bennington. Some of the activities that our volunteers have contributed to are:
Sunday hours, book deliveries, art work, baking, help at the book sales, story time, crafts,
computer help, readers for story hour, the summer reading program and holiday
programs, donation of newspaper and magazine subscriptions, trash removal, donation
and planting of summer flowers and food for the participants in activities.
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We are so grateful for our many volunteers: Debi and Tom Belcher & family, Linda
Osienski, Jean & Lee Smith, Patricia & Hie-Young Oh & family, David & Catriona Beck
& family, Frances & Melissa Clough & Luke, Bennington Boy Scout & Girl Scout
troops, Robin Gregg, Eleanor & Richard Amidon, David Glynn, Chris & Rich Tarrio &
family, Lisa Logan, Robyn Manley, Deb, Rich & Dennis Page, Sue Dow, Kristie French,
Dorothy Smith, Barbara Varnum, Judith Klein-Dial, Dave Barrett, Sharon Paige, Russell
Young, Jessica & Sarah Brown, Joe, Ryan & Dana MacGregor, Phil & Val Germain,
Priscilla Roberts, Chief Steve Campbell, Linda & Eric Tenney, Tom & Sharon Dowling,
Ruth Brown, Betty Coffin, the Lemieux family, and a special thank you to Dee French,
Dawn Bond and Bill Reid at the Town Hall, and of course to our dedicated Trustees,






The following list of Capital Reserve Fund appropriations were approved by the voters at
the 1996 Town Meeting:
Fire Truck
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Another year has passed and for the Police Department has been a good one. I am happy
to say it has been a year free of complaints and lawsuits.
Myself and the Selectmen agreed to staff the Police Department with two full-time
officers and two part-time officers. This is a change from three full-time and one part-
time officer.
My main concern for the year was the number of hours the two full-time officers had to
work. We worked six months of 24-hour shifts. Between duty time and on-call time we
averaged 96 hours each per week. I have hired two part-time officers which should
alleviate this concern.
In addition, it has been another year of transition. Personnel changes included:
-Scott Dickinson resigning in April.
-Cam Brown moving to Ashland, NH in June.
-My appointment to position of Chief in June.
--Hiring of Rick Nelson in June.
-Hiring of Bruce Browne in August.
-Discharge of Bruce Browne in September.
-Hiring of Jason Johnson in October.
-Hiring of Dennis Rector in December.
As far as police activities, we had another busy year. The following are some statistics
for 1996:
-Criminal Cases - 209
-Juvenile Cases - 65
-Calls for Service - 775
-Motor Vehicle - 1384
We also had administrative, court appearances, animal complaints and mutual aid
requests totaling approximately 1060. One of the most important numbers is 94. That is
the number of times we made contact with the community and school to help improve
their relationship with the police. In all we had about 3985 police contacts.
Some of the things I would like to see and/or do in 1997:
—Establish some stability in personnel
-Have another year without complaints and lawsuits
-Purchase a radar unit for the Ford Explorer
-Purchase two portable radios
-Update the capability of the computer system
-Continue making cosmetic improvements to the Police Station
-Increase the number of community policing contacts
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As ofTown Meeting I have been Chief for nine months. I would like to thank everyone
for the opportunity to serve as your Chief. I enjoy the job and position very much. I like
Bennington and the people of Bennington and hope to be here for a long time.
Remember that police are here to serve you so please do not hesitate to contact us ifyou
need anything - the door is always open.
On behalf of the Police Department: Officer Nelson, Officer Johnson, Officer Rector
and myself, we want to thank everyone for their support. We are committed to providing






In 1996, the Volunteer Fire Department responded to 138 calls, including 69 rescue, 16
mutual aid, 15 motor vehicle accidents, 13 false alarms, ten miscellaneous calls, seven
structures, four chimney fires, three cover truck and 1 brush fire.
The number of calls may seem high, but because of the quick and concise calls to 91
1
and good response time by the department, the losses were kept to a minimum.
In 1996, the Explorers were chartered in April with six members and now they are up to
ten.
The station received new windows, with installation being done by Valley Construction
of Antrim. A new roofwas put on the Rescue bay. We thank Paul Knight Construction
ofFrancestown for that.
The Fire Department also purchased a new Rescue vehicle, which was put into service
over the summer. The Department used the money from the sale of the old Rescue
vehicle for a cascade system for the new one.
Also over the summer, 4M-2 (the 1978 Chevy), was taken out of service because of high
repair costs. The Fire Department and the Selectmen decided to move the purchase of a
new truck to 1997 instead of 1999.
Once again, thank-you for all the support from the people of Bennington. It is your
support that helps us do our jobs to the best of our ability. As always, there is a need for
volunteers, and if you have the time, please contact any member.
One last thing - don't forget to check your smoke detectors at least twice a year.
Thank You,
The Bennington Volunteer Fire Department
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BENNINGTON FERE EXPLORERS
Hello fellow citizens. We are the Bennington Fire Explorers Post #588 here in
Bennington. Our Post consists of people ages 14 to 21. This program is sponsored by the
Bennington Fire Department and its purpose is to teach the tactics and skills needed for
fire fighting. As Explorers, we also learn trust, responsibility, communication and, most
of all, cooperation; working as a team. We train and work with the Fire Department and
share most of the duties they do on fire scenes.
We are a Post of 10 Explorers, all committed to teamwork and constantly striving toward
betterment of ourselves and our community. We are responsible for raising our own
funds with no help from the Fire Department. A car wash and tag sale are two of the
ways we raised money this year. We are working on other ideas for the coming year.
Our goal for 1997 is to make the community more aware of the Explorers and what we
are about. With the support of our community, our accomplishments will be unlimited.
We would like to thank all members of the Bennington Fire Department, and especially
our advisors, Joseph O'Brien and Mark Chase, who have put numerous hours into our
Post. If not for them, our Post would not be as great as it is. Also, special thanks to
ChiefNick Collemacine for believing in us and giving us the opportunity to be the best
we can be.
I am very proud of our Explorers Post and want to thank all who have given so much
toward our success. Words cannot express how much they have done:
Kristen Belcher, Tim Carr, Tim Clow, David Corthell, Kristie French, Kathryn Michlick,






In the summer of 1996 the Highway Department continued its paving project on North
Bennington Road and the north end of Bible Hill Road and Balch Farm Road. This included
culvert extension, shoulder work and widening in some of the narrow places.
New culverts and underdrainage were installed on Pierce Road and Gillis Hill Road.
Two thousand yards of gravel was crushed and applied to the Town's gravel roads this summer
with calcium chloride put down for dust control. Roadside mowing was done, a retaining wall
was installed in Sunnyside Cemetery to replace the one that was falling over, sitework for a
basketball court at Newhall Youth Field was completed and eight other Department problems
were dealt with. Some serious washout problems were taken care of in July.
The first storm of the winter of 1996-97 was on December 6 with 20" ofwet snow and a lot of
snow, sleet, freezing rain and rain storms following.
This year I have recommended that the Town take advantage of a program the University ofNew
Hampshire is offering to the Towns. It's called a Road Management Inventory and Assessment
Program. This will provide the Town with an up-to-date inventory of our road system and
determine and document the condition of each road. We can then plan maintenance and repair
methods for each condition/type; determine the costs; set maintenance and repair priorities and
establish long-range work and budget plans. The study will give us a detailed view of
Bennington's road system.
The last thing I would like to report on is the progress that has been made toward the remodeling
or replacement of the Highway Garage.
Renovating the present Town Barn would be costly. Rewiring it according to code and the
installation ofnew doors and windows - this alone- would come to $10,000.00. That's without
insulating the rest of the building or repairing the floors.
This also does nothing to address the fact of its being ten feet from a 30 mph zone or 100' from
the new school, or that all the other equipment (salt, sand, gravel) is at another location.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee have recommended a Warrant Article for a new Highway
Garage to be built at the Transfer Station area This will enable the Highway Department to have
all equipment, tools, oil fuel, parts and materials at one location, saving countless trips hauling
things back and forth. It will also allow us more outside room, the present site being on a 2/10
acre lot.
I urge your support of this Article. Its passage will provide the Town considerable savings in the
years to come.
Respectfully Submitted,
David Blanchard, Road Agent
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PLANNING BOARD
This has been a somewhat slow year for the Planning Board, a condition undoubtedly
reflecting the local economy. We have had very few parties inquiring about potential
development plans; and none of the rumored suitors of the Ski Area have gotten so far
along in their plans as to approach us.
We have as a result been able to cut our proposed budget for next year by twice the 5%
requested by the Budget Committee. That might change if we become busier in the
future, although the implications of that are that the Town's tax base would rise in
parallel.
This year we propose no new land use regulations, though we are beginning to research
the possibility of strengthening the rules under which gravel can be mined in Town, so as
to make sure we can keep health, safety, environmental and highway concerns under
control, should the need arise.
We lost two members a few months ago, Billy Horton and Elaine Barrett. Both had
served the board for some time; their expertise and contributions will be sorely missed.
In their place, we welcome Gail Rochford and Sue Seneschal, both ofwhom bring lots of
useful experience and common sense to the board.
Frank Cordelle, Chairman
TomCarr






ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board heard only one case in 1996, the request of Primary Bank for a variance which
would allow an excavation on Lots 1 & 2 of the former Bennett Subdivision off Merrill
Drive.
At a Hearing conducted October 28, 1996, that application was denied.
The Board welcomed to membership during the year Glenn Dow and Barbara Goodwin.
Openings for Alternate Members are still available. Any resident interested is





The Conservation Commission continued its regular activities and monitoring of permits,
small scale land use, logging and woodlot operations and mapping.
Of particular interest is the on-going program of locating and mapping of the Town's
boundaries with much completed on the north, west and south boundaries.
Once again we sponsored a scholarship to a local student, Brian Magoon, to attend an
early summer Youth Conservation Camp. Brian participated in a wide range of
conservation activities and has indicated it was very interesting and enjoyable. This is an
opportunity available to Bennington students, grades 8-10. Ifyou are interested for this
June's camp, talk with Brian and contact John Manley through the Town Hall.
Other activities included several field trips and our annual river clean up day.
We appreciate all who have helped and supported the work of the commission and we











CONVAL SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTATIVE
As you probably know by now, this time marks the end ofmy six years on the School Board.
Sometimes it's easy for us to concentrate on the negative, so I'd like to take a moment to put
things into perspective and remember some of the major accomplishments we've made in
these last six years.
Kindergarten has become such a way of life at Pierce School that it's hard to believe it's only
been five years since it began. The Board and this community wouldn't give up after having
kindergarten proposals defeated more than once, but through persistence, it finally passed.
About half of the State's districts still have no kindergarten (N.H. is the only state in the
country without mandated KG); we're truly fortunate not to be included in that group.
Just a couple of years ago, it looked as if ConVal High was going to be bursting at the seams,
possibly mandating a huge building program. But through careful planning and much
politicking, the administration and Board were able to succeed in building a beautiful, new,
state-of-the-art Applied Technology Center at very little cost to the District taxpayer. Ifyou
haven't had the opportunity to visit the new Tech Center, do so ... you'll be amazed at this
fantastic new wing of the High School. The primary goal in building it was obviously to offer
our students new and varied opportunities they otherwise would have missed, but the added
benefit was that our high school was enlarged at the same time, making an otherwise
mandatory expansion unnecessary.
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment for us as a town and the District as a whole was the
passage of the formula change. I don't have to remind you how many times over the years we
tried to pass a change ... we were all very frustrated. But with a lot of truly hard work by
many people, we were able to come to a mutual agreement on a 50-50% split, one that
eventually passed as you well know. If this proposal hadn't passed, I'm not sure this District
would have remained intact. I'm thankful for its passage, that we in Bennington have some
tax relief, and that the District can focus on its primary goal of educating children.
The other most obvious accomplishment for us as a town was the passage of the Elementary
Schools Bond, and subsequent construction of a new school here in Bennington. After years
of having to deal with over-crowded conditions and truly sub-standard facilities, our children
and teaching staff will enjoy the benefits of a school that can be held up to any in the state. It
truly will be a building we all can be proud of for years to come.
There will be parts of not being on School Board that I'll truly miss; others that I won't miss a
bit! But all and all, it's been a good experience, and I would like to thank you for the






1996 has been a year of transition for Pierce School and its PTO. With the approval of the fifteen
million dollar construction bond, excitement and anticipation is being felt throughout the
community for our new school. With the new school in mind, the PTO had a successful year with
our annual fund-raisers.
In May, the PTO sponsored the Bike-a-thon, which was a great way for students, parents and
teachers to get together while the bikers racked up the miles! To ensure the children's safety, a
Bicycle Safety Course was given by the Bennington Police Department at school prior to the
event.
In June, the PTO sponsored the Fourth Grade Banquet and Graduation. This was a special time
for the fourth grade students to get together and share their memories at Pierce School with each
other as well as with their teachers and families. The graduating class of 1996 will be fondly
remembered as the last to leave the Pierce School as it had been.
With the beginning of the 1996-1997 school year, the teachers and students made the transition of
relocating the Pierce School to the Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center. After a few weeks
of adjusting to the new setting, the students and teachers felt right at home in their spacious new
surroundings.
The PTO began their monthly meetings with quite a few new parents attending. In September, the
annual Spaghetti Dinner and Magic Show with Fran Ferry was a fun time had by all!
In November, a Community Ornament Night was held at the Fire Station in preparation for the
Pierce School's Christmas Craft Fair. This was a great way for all members of the community to
get together and brought out hidden talents by sharing and creating some wonderful ornaments.
Despite a bit of snow, the Craft Fair was quite successful. Crafters from Bennington and beyond
displayed and sold their goods while numerous baked goods and cookies were donated for the
Cookie Walk and Bake Sale.
1996 came to a close with the annual Christmas Buffet and gift exchange. This was an
opportunity for all the students and teachers to get together at the Fire Station to enjoy lots of
good food and exchange gifts with one another.
The PTO remains a vital part of Pierce School and the greater community. The success of the
PTO can be attributed to the dedication and committment of parents, teachers and community
members.
In closing, the PTO would like to thank the Bennington Fire Department, Chief Steve Campbell,
Officer Rick Nelson, Sharon Hall and all Town Officials and community members who support
the Pierce School PTO.
1996-1997





The Town's Transfer Station continues to function in a manner in which its guiding
Committee, its Staff and the Selectmen take genuine pride. Its aim has been neatness,
efficiency and service. Whether your visit involves trash disposal or recycling, Lester
and Mike's intention is to make the facility user friendly.
The Station lost the services oftwo of its Committee Members in 1996. Walter Reasa
resigned early in the year because of business constraints. The resignation of Joe
Cuddemi in the mid-winter was a significant loss. Joe, in a real way, was a dominant
figure in waste disposal and recycling efforts in the community - even in the Region - and
his time and counsel will be missed.
The Selectmen in January signed a five-year agreement with Waste Management ofNew
Hampshire. The pact calls for step increases in tipping fees on an annual basis, but it still
provides Bennington with the lowest hauling and disposal cost of any area community.
The Tri-Town Landfill has been selected by the Department ofEnvironmental Services
as the site for a state-wide workshop to take place June 10, 1997.
The Solid Waste Management Committee, Lester and Mike wish to thank all residents





WATER AND SEWER COMMISSION
The necessary repairs to the Antrim Sewer Treatment Plant's number one lagoon were
completed on time and within cost estimates. The Town of Bennington has a twenty-two
percent ownership position in the plant.
During 1996, we again experienced outstanding cooperation from our Highway
Department in assisting in the repair of leaks in the water system, as these leaks occurred
or were discovered.
A break in a major main that feeds water to our entire system was caused by an accident.
Repairs were made without cost to the Town. Once again, the cross-connect between the
Bennington and Antrim systems allowed us to distribute Antrim water to our customers
while repairs were being made.
Articles requesting Capital Reserve allocations for both Water and Sewer major
equipment replacement or repair and an article raising funds for a new meter at the sewer
transfer pumping station will be included in the 1997 Warrant.
It has been necessary, pursuant to RSA 38.2, to increase water and sewer rents by 10%






1996 was a real challenge, due to the increasing cost of fuel and the "Fuel Assistance"
funding delay. The applicants that were accepted in the fall had to rely on Town help
until well into 1997. The elderly and needy families with children find this difficult to
deal with. Rent Assistance, the other big item to be dealt with, decreased about ten
percent. Hopefully this is the result ofLandlords better screening ofnew tenants.
The cost of Meals-On-Wheels, Home Health and Visiting Nurse is money well spent and
many thanks to those who contributed at Christmas.
I would like to remind all of our citizens that those who are ill, needy, elderly or for any
reason want help or just a little talk or guidance, that there is a lot "going for them".
Please do not hesitate to contact me any time. Often a phone call, letter or referral will










The Recreation Department started 1996 with the Annual Fishing Derby, which is co-
sponsored by the Fire Department; many thanks for their donation. Once again, we
would like to thank Bruce Edes for his dedication to this event. Numerous prizes were
awarded to different age groups and a canoe was raffled off and won by Linda Ryan of
Greenfield.
Bennington Little League dominates most of the spring and summer months, and even
though they did not take the championship this year they will always be "champs" in our
eyes. The coaches should be applauded for their dedication and, most importantly,
teaching these young athletes good sportsmanship.
The Antrim-Bennington Soccer program didn't happen this year as Antrim didn't have
this program. However, Dawn Bond and Linda Osienski took it upon themselves to get a
group together and play amongst themselves. Thank you both.
The Haunted Hayride went extremely well with over $800.00 made. Without the help of
all the volunteers, this would never be so successful. Many thanks to the drivers of the
wagons and to Dee French and Deb Wilk for braving the cold and selling the tickets.
The Children's Halloween Party went extremely well with a very large turnout compared
to previous years. The children enjoyed refreshments, games and as we have found out,
the favorite part is decorating their pumpkins.
The Town Christmas Party wasnt as great a turnout as one would like, but we blamed the
sleet & rain for this. Many thanks to Jim and Don Trow for coming to our rescue with
their horses & wagons. Thank you to the residents ofTown who turned out to Christmas
Carol with Noralee Sysyn and son Jim. Carol Deyo, thank you for the refreshments and a
very special thanks to Santa, who arrived on time.
I would like to remind residents that we certainly can use help. Ifyou would like to
volunteer an evening or weekend afternoon for volleyball or basketball, we would love to
hear from you.







1996 was a year of surprises both nationally and locally. We endured a very long and
severe winter; in January the blizzard of '96 arrived and at my house on Greenfield Road
an incredible 32 inches of snow piled up. The season total for New Hampshire, 1 12
inches, was the largest amount ever recorded.
At School and Town Meetings citizens of Bennington voiced their desire to retain the
Pierce School building; at a special school meeting the people reiterated their concerns
about keeping Pierce School and adding on to it to meet increasing needs.
Properties purchased by Conval to add to the acreage include the Helen Broderick house
on Francestown Road and the old First National Store on Main Street. The brick stone
building, owned by the Primary Bank (formerly Peterborough Savings Bank), has been
used as a two apartment rental since 1971
.
The building was built in 1820 by the Whitemore family; the bricks were handmade on
land owned by the late J. Prentice Weston, Stony Brook Farm, on the Greenfield Road. It
was originally known as the Joslin store; the building housed the Post Office and Western
Union office. During Joslin's time, you could buy shoes, clothing, food, fresh meat and
even carriages for horses! In the 1930's it became the First National Store and in 1958
was a meat market. It took a wrecking ball only three hours to demolish this historic old
building.
The school formula charges were changed to 50% valuation/50% number of pupils,
which helped the Town to lower property taxes 17 1/2%.
Crotched Mountain Ski Area was taken over by the Town after the Ski Area defaulted on
their property taxes.
The race for Selectmen was a hot issue at election time; heavy campaigning took place
on both sides. Terry Schnare defeated Marie Magoon, 372 votes to 237; John Cronin
beat Glen Loucks 365 votes to 250. Town Moderator James Dodge retained his office by
a large majority; Peter Cordatos ran against him.
Newly-appointed Town Clerk Valerie Germain and deputy Debi Belcher have become
Certified Municipal Agents; license plates are to follow.
The Bennington Recreation Committee has continued to sponsor recreational activities in
Town, including the popular Haunted Hayride.
The local VFW also organized the Town's Memorial Day Parade and decoration of the
graves of military veterans.
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The Bennington Historical Society Museum was visited by sixty-five people. A gift of a
heating system for the museum was generously donated by Pearl Walker. Ellen Hill
purchased for the society a silk on linen sampler dated 1841; it was stitched by Roxanne
Colby in memory of her deceased husband John Colby. The sampler was made in and
signed "Society Land" - the only piece of needlework found to date with that town name.
The Historical Society has received many other gifts which are on display at the Museum
- we extend our thanks and appreciation to all.
The Society donated $600 to the Town for the purchase of granite to be installed at the
church side of the Town Common. We look forward to the Town's installation of a water
supply at the Common.
I
Don't forget the Historical Society's Baked Ham Dinner in August and the Turkey Dinner
in October. We can use everyone's help in putting together historic data and can also use
help in "Museum Sitting"; please call 588-2143 or 588-2327.
Respectfully submitted,




1996 was a very busy year for elections. Bennington voters had 4 opportunities to vote at
the polls - the Presidential Primary, Town Election, the State Primary and the General
Election - as well as regular Town and School District meetings. As usual, Bennington
voter turnout is higher than average. It's gratifying to see so many of our neighbors
taking the time to participate. Keep up the good work!
One major change in the voting process has already taken place. You will see another
when you vote on Town Election Day this year.
The first change is Same-day registration. This allows new voters to register at the polls
on voting day. All they need to bring is a driver's license or other proof of residency. We
saw many new voters this year, and most of them registered at the polls - 46 on
November 5th alone! Welcome to all you new voters! !
!
The second change is Official Ballot voting for Town Meeting. Bennington voters chose
this option last year. While we will still have our regular Town Meeting, voters will now
be able to vote on warrant articles at the polls on Town Election Day. Be prepared for a
few extra ballots - and don't forget to attend the Budget Hearing and Town Meeting so
you can leam more about the warrant articles before you vote. Ifyou can't make the
meetings, sample ballots will be available at the Town Hall in the weeks prior to voting.
The Supervisors are proud to report that the Bennington Voter Checklist is now fully
computerized. Copies of the checklist are available on request for $10 in both paper and
computer disk forms. We have also created a file of registration cards for the Town
Clerk. This file is open to inspection during normal business hours. Election checklists
back to 1990 are also available for inspection.
Finally, it is with regret that we must note the retirement of Betsy Chase and Russ Young,
who have given their time to the Town as Supervisors of the Checklist. Thank you, Betsy
and Russ, for your many years of service.
The challenge of democracy is that it requires our participation. We thank all ofyou who
continue to step forward to run for and serve as elected officials. We also thank all of
you who turn out to vote, regardless of the weather. We hope turn-out will only increase,
as it takes all of us to keep the wheels of the ever-changing experiment we call
democracy turning.
Respectfully Submitted,





BENNINGTON STREET LIGHT COMMITTEE
The Committee agrees on the following matters:
1
)
QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF LIGHT - The orange glow put off by high pressure
sodium lights is objectionable to many. In addition, PSNH's proposal calls for an
increase in the amount of light (lumens) in Town. Committee members feel that
there is enough light in town currently to provide ample safety and security for
residents. Concern was expressed that having too much light and changing the color
of the lights in town would adversely affect the cozy small town feeling of
Bennington.
2) FINANCING OF REPLACEMENT LIGHTS - The Committee feels that the initial
capital expenditure for sodium lights is more than the Town can afford at this time.
While there is an energy and cost savings associated with sodium lights, the Town
would be required to put the entire cost up front in one year, while the energy/cost
savings would be realized slowly over a number of years.
3) UNCERTAIN REGULATORY FUTURE - In the wake ofmany recent changes in
New Hampshire's attitude toward PSNH's monopoly status, it seems to be a bad time
to lock ourselves into any major deal with PSNH at this time. On May 13, 1996 the
NH Supreme Court unanimously upheld the Public Utilities Commission's ruling that
PSNH does not have a legally enforceable monopoly in NH. In June of this year, the
Legislature passed the Electricity Restructuring Act of 1996, which mandates that,
not later than July of 1998, statewide competition is to be available to all electric
customers in NH. The Committee feels that locking us into this deal now might lock
Bennington out of choosing another electric provider at a later date. We feel that it
would be better to see what options become open to municipalities in the future
should electric competition become a reality.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
The Street Light Committee recommends not to go along with PSNH's proposal at this
time because:
A) We can't afford it.
B) Bennington has enough light and does not need to be brighter or ugly and orange.
C) We should wait until the electrical industry regulatory changes, which seem
inevitable, take place and we are more certain that these changes are long-lasting.
D) FURTHER STUDY: Committee members expressed an interest in keeping the
Committee alive to study several things: 1) To make a map of the lights in Town so
that further discussions of Bennington lighting would be easier; 2) To explore energy
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saving options and technology which may or may not be viable, such as motion
detectors or timers for lights and 3) To determine whether there are redundant lights








CONFLICT OF INTEREST ORDINANCE FOR THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON
Conflicts Of Interest Described And Regulated
The Town of Bennington, New Hampshire, pursuant to RSA
31:39-a, ordains as follows:
I. DECLARATION OF POLICY: Where government is based on
the consent of the governed, every citizen is entitled to
have complete confidence in the integrity of that
government. All persons performing a public trust,
engaged in the Town's business or in their duties as Town
Officers or Employees, whether elected or appointed,
including paid or unpaid members of municipal boards,
commissions and committees, must earn and honor that trust
by their conduct in all official actions. It is the
purpose of this ordinance to ensure fair consideration of
any application or matter to be voted upon, and also to
ensure the appearance of fairness so as to maintain public
confidence in the integrity of Town government.
II. DISCLOSURE OF POSSIBLE CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:
Whenever any Officer has a possible or potential conflict
of interest as described in Section V, with respect to any
matter upon which that Officer is to make a decision,
either legislative or quasi-judicial, that Officer shall
disclose the facts constituting the possible conflict of
interest at a public meeting of the Board of which he or
she is a member, or in some other effective public forum;
provided, however, that any Officer who steps down
pursuant to Section III need not disclose reasons for
doing so.
III. DISQUALIFICATION IN QUASI -JUDICIAL MATTERS: Whenever
any Officer has a conflict of interest, as described in
Section V, with respect to a matter upon which that
Officer is to make a decision in a quasi-judicial
capacity, and that conflict of interest is definite,
direct, and capable of demonstration, rather than remote,
uncertain, or so speculative that reasonable persons would
not be influenced by it, that Officer shall be
disqualified and shall step down. Officers who are to
make legislative decisions shall neither be required to,
or prohibited from, stepping down under this ordinance.
An Officer required to step down under this section shall
not decide or vote on the matter under consideration,
shall not participate in any Board deliberation or
discussion of the matter, except as a member of the public
at a public hearing, and shall not sit with the remainder
of the Board during its consideration of the matter.
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IV. RESOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY; PROCEDURE: Whenever
uncertainty arises as to the application of Section III to
an Officer acting as a member of a Board, the Board shall,
upon request of that member or another member of the
Board, vote on the question of whether that member should
step down. Any such request shall be made prior to the
commencement of any public hearing, or immediately
following a disclosure under Section II, whichever is
later. The Officer shall step down if the Board so
determines by majority vote.
V. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST DESCRIBED: The following
circumstances shall constitute possible conflicts of
interest under this ordinance:
1. PECUNIARY INTEREST: A personal and pecuniary
interest by the Officer in the outcome of the
decision. Such interest includes, but is not
limited to, an ownership interest in property
affected, a mortgage interest, a creditor or
debtor relationship with a party in the matter,
or a business relationship with a party in the
matter.
2. KINSHIP: A relationship by blood or marriage
with a party in the matter, including the
relationship of spouse, parent, child, brother,
sister, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, grandparent,
grandchild.
3. EMPLOYMENT: Employment of or by a party in
the matter under consideration.
4. ABUTTER: Ownership of land abutting land under
consideration in the matter.
5. PREJUDGMENT: A prior public statement or
position indicative of bias for or against the
matter under consideration. Prejudgment does not
include statements or votes made during prior
official action concerning the same subject matter
(Example: ZBA vote on a variance request does not
constitute prejudgment of a request for
reconsideration of that same vote).
6. COMBINATION: Any combination of the above
factors. (Example: relationship by blood or
marriage to an abutter.)
VI. CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISTINGUISHED FROM INELIGIBILITY
Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed to render any
person ineligible to hold any office or position.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST ORDINANCE FOR THE TOWN OF BENNrNGTON
Proposed Changes
I. [No change]
II. Amended to read:
DISCLOSURE OF POSSIBLE CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:
Whenever any Officer has a possible or potential conflict of interest as described in
Section V, with respect to any matter upon which that Officer is to make a decision,
either legislative or quasi-judicial, that Officer shall publicly disclose the nature and
extent of the possible conflict of interest at a public meeting of the Board ofwhich he
or she is a member, or in some other effective public forum; this information to be
duly recorded in the minutes.
III. .Amended to read:
DISQUALIFICATION
:
Whenever any Officer lias a conflict of interest, as described in Section V, with
respect to a matter upon which that Officer is to make a decision in a legislative or
quasi-judicial capacity, that Officer shall be disqualified and shall step down.




Add a section that reads:
VII. CONDUCT:
No Public Official shall:
1. participate in any hearing, debate, discussion or vote, or in any manner
otherwise attempt to influence the outcome of a matter in which he or she has
an interest;
2. utilize information obtained in such capacity lor his or her own personal
benefit or that of his or her clients or the clients of the organization with
which the public official is associated;
3. appear on behalf of a client before any governmental body ofwhich the public
official is a member or whose members have been appointed by the
governmental body ofwhich the public official is a member:
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4. accept aiiMliins of value from any person or organization when the public
official knows or reasonably should know that the offer is for the purpose of
influencing the public official's actions or decisions;
5. use his or her official position to influence or to attempt to influence any
governmental body to act in favor of the public official or the public official's
clients or the clients of the organization with which the public official is
associated.
These amendments and additions shall take effect upon passage.
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It is my opinion that the proposed warrant article, as well as the current ordinance, are, to
the extent addressed below, ill advised and subject to the possibility of legal challenge
for the reasons identified. The reasons are:
Removal in the Event of Alleged Conflict; It is my opinion that this ordinance
should be changed to provide that the issue of removal, once raised and
determined by the board, will not result in the immediate removal from the board
until a superior court has had the opportunity to review the matter.
Removal of Distinction Between Legislative and Judicial Functions: While I
cannot say with certainty that the feature elaborated on below under this section
would be grounds, per se, for a finding that the ordinance was illegal, I can say
that the degree to which it apparently would inhibit legitimate legislative conduct
and involvement, could arguably be grounds for such a contention and, at a
minimum, will undoubtedly impede the ability of the town's boards, when acting
in legislative capacity, from carrying out their functions.
Mandatory Disclosure of Conflict Information: This feature ofthe proposed
amendment would, if adopted, at a minimum, present a considerable chilling
effect on the motivation of local citizens to serve in virtually any capacity on
boards or committees of the town. While it is clear that disclosure of the details
of a potential conflict is essential if the issue of the existence of the conflict is
contested or to be litigated, it is equally clear that such an inquiry does little to
serve the purpose for which the ordinance exists if the official in question is
willing to voluntarily remove him/her self from the proceedings. As such, the
ordinance arguably could be invalidated, at least in part, for failure to serve the





Dogs a Menace, a Nuisance or Vicious
Any person who considers a dog to be a nuisance, a menace or vicious to persons,
to property or to other animals may make a complaint in writing to any law
enforcement officer, conservation officer, or a selectman of the town or city in
which such dog is kept. Such officers or selectman shall within 3 days after
receipt of such complaint, investigate the facts and circumstances of this case,
and if the complaint is sustained shall forthwith order the owner, keeper or person
who harbors such dog to abate the nuisance or menace. Service of such order
shall be made upon the owner, keeper or person who harbors such dog by any law
enforcement officer by causing a certified copy of such order to be delivered to
him or by registered mail to his last known place of abode. Any owner, keeper or
person who harbors such dog upon whom notice of such order has been served
may, within 10 days, bring a petition to the municipal or district court for the
town or city, as the case may be, praying that the order be reviewed by the court.
After notice to the investigating officers and the person or persons making the
complaint, and upon hearing, the court shall affirm, modify or dismiss such action
as justice may require. During the pendancy of such action and the order of the
justice of the court, the owner, keeper or person who harbors such dog shall
restrain such dog from running at large at all times.
Under this section, a dog is considered to be a nuisance, a menace, or vicious to
persons or property under any or all, but not limited to, the following conditions:
(a) If it barks for sustained periods of time, or during the night hours so as to
disturb the peace and quiet of the neighborhood or area;
(b) If it digs, scratches, excretes, or causes waste or garbage to be scattered
on property other than the owner's;
(c) If any female dog in season (heat) is permitted to run at large or be off the
premises of the owner or keeper during this period except when being
exercised on a leash by a responsible adult. At all other times such dog
shall be confined within a building or enclosure in such a manner that she
will not come in contact (except for intentional breeding purposes) with a
male dog. A female dog in heat shall not be used for hunting;
(d) If it growls, snaps at, runs after or chases any person or persons;
(e) If it runs after, chases bicycles, motor vehicles, motorcycles, or other
vehicles being driven, pulled or pushed on the streets, highways or public
ways;
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(f) If, whether alone or in a pack with other dogs, it bites, attacks, or preys on
game animals, domestic animals, fowl or human beings.
Il-a. If the skin of a person has been punctured by a dog and the incident was reported,
including the identity of the dog and its owner, to the animal officer, if any, or to
the town clerk, such officer or clerk shall, within 24 hours, notify the injured
person, or, in the case of a minor, the minor's parent or guardian, whether,
according to town records, the dog has been appropriately immunized against
rabies.
HI. Any person who fails, by appropriate action including but not limited to
restraining an animal from ninning at large, or otherwise effectively abating a
nuisance found such under the provisions of this section, or who fails to comply
with any other provisions of this section after being so ordered, shall have his dog
taken into custody by the police of the city or constable of the town and such
disposition made of the dog as the court may order.
RSA 466:31 -a Penalties
I. Any person who violates any provision ofRSA 466:3 1 shall be guilty of a
violation; provided that if such person chooses to pay the civil forfeiture specified
in paragraph II, he shall be deemed to have waived his right to have the case
heard in district or municipal court and he shall not be prosecuted or found guilty
of a violation ofRSA 466:3 1. Any person who does not pay the civil forfeiture
specified in paragraph II shall have the case disposed of in district or municipal
court.
II. Any person who violates any of the provisions ofRSA 466:3 1 shall be liable for a
civil forfeiture, which shall be paid to the clerk of the town or city wherein such
dog is owned or kept within 96 hours of the date and time notice is given by any
law enforcement officer to the owner or keeper of a dog in violation ofRSA
466:31. If the forfeiture is paid, said payment shall be in the amount as specified
for the following violations:
(a) $25 for nuisance offenses under RSA 466:31, II (a), (b) or (c).
(b) $50 for menace offenses under RSA 466:3 1 , II (d) or (e).
(c) $100 for vicious offenses under RSA 466:31, II (f).
III. Any person who pays a civil forfeiture specified in paragraph II 2 times in any
year, according to the records of the town or city clerk, may not pay a civil
forfeiture for subsequent violations ofRSA 466:31 in that year, but shall have
those cases disposed of in district or municipal court.
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TOWN OF BENNINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINUTES OF THE MARCH 12, 1996 TOWN MEETING
The meeting was called to order by Moderator James G. Dodge at 8:00 a.m. Father
Andre Bedard was present and shared a prayer prior to the polls opening. Motion was
made and seconded that the polls would be open from 8:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.
The results of Article 1; "To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing" :
Selectman For Three Years Terry D. Schnare
Selectman For One Year John J. Cronin, III
Town Moderator James G. Dodge
Supervisor Of Checklist Five Years Victoria L. Turner
Supervisor Of Checklist Six Years Elizabeth M. Chase
Town Clerk Valerie Germain
Cemetery Trustee Three Years Philip Traxler
Library Trustee Three Years Lise Lemieux
Treasurer Joyce Miner
Trustee of Trust Funds Three Years Francesco Carrara
Water/Sewer Commissioner 3 Years Timothy J. Attridge
Fire Chief For One Year Nick Collemacine
1 st Deputy Fire Chief For One Year Timothy J. Attridge
2nd Deputy Fire Chief For One Year Allan Wilson
Conval School Board Moderator Gary W. Gagnon
When the polls opened at 8:00 a.m., the Voter Checklist contained 759 names. During
the day 63 new voters were added to the Checklist. When the polls closed at 8:00 p.m.
the Voter Checklist totaled 822 voters. A total of 620 voters (75.4%) participated in this
election.
Article 2. "Shall we adopt provisions ofRSA 40:13 to allow ballot voting on all issues
before the Town?" By paper ballot, the vote was "YES" - 443; "NO" - 127. The article
required a 60% favorable vote for passage. The article passed by a margin of 77.7%.
Also voted on, at the polls this date, were three Proposed Amendments to the Articles of
Agreement (Contoocook Valley School District). A summary of the three ballot votes is
as follows:
1. To amend the funding of expenses of the school district to be apportioned 50% on
average daily membership and 50% on the equalized evaluation of each town.
Bennington's vote was "YES" - 599; "NO" - 13. District-wide the article needed 2/3
majority to pass. The actual vote for the Conval School District was 69.55%
affirmative.
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2. To amend the funding of expenses of the school district to be apportioned 100% on the
average daily membership. Bennington's vote was "YES" - 46; "NO" - 537. The
article failed throughout the Conval School District.
3. To adopt the provisions ofRSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting on all issues
before the Conval School District. Bennington's vote was "YES" - 472; "NO" - 1 17.
District-wide the article needed 3/5 majority to pass. The actual vote for the Conval
School District was 70.24% affirmative.
The meeting was recessed until Saturday, March 16, 1996 at which time the business
articles would be taken up.
Town Meeting reconvened on Saturday, March 16, 1996 at the Great Brook Middle
School in Antrim, New Hampshire. The Moderator, James G. Dodge, called the meeting
to order at 10:10 a.m. He reviewed the rules of the meeting and code of conduct
expected. These were adopted by voice vote. Mr. Dodge thanked the individuals who
worked from 7:30 a.m. to midnight on election day. He also thanked the volunteer fire
department for their assistance in making the fire station an effective place for the town
election.
The Moderator read aloud the results of Tuesday's election. He asked that all those
people who were elected to public office to come forward at the end of this business
meeting to be sworn in to their respective positions - excluding the two successful
selectmen candidates. He announced that written requests had been received from Glenn
Loucks and Marie Magoon relative to a recount of ballots for each of those contested
selectman races. The recount will be conducted March 20th. After the recount is
concluded the two selectmen will be sworn in at that time.
The Moderator also announced the results of balloting on Article 2 - "the official ballot".
Based on its passage, Mr. Dodge reviewed the anticipated course of action for future
town business. This 1996 annual town meeting could be the last of its kind where the
articles are publicly discussed and immediately voted on - either by voice vote, a show of
hands or by secret yes/no balloting. Photos and video recording of this meeting were
done by the Bennington Historical Society.
The town meeting was attended by 1 22 registered voters.
Article 3. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand six-hundred thirty-one dollars ($14,631) for the
purchase and installation of high pressure sodium street lights or other cost saving
measures to replace present street lights." The conversion is projected to save $3,800
annually. Payback for the upgrade would be 3.6 years. There was much discussion on
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alternative means of street lighting. There were strong feelings that the yellow/orange
illumination was offensive. A motion was made by John Cronin, III, and seconded, "to
amend the current Article #3 as follows: To empower the Selectmen to appoint a study
committee to make recommendations at the next Town Meeting concerning alternative
street lighting." The amendment passed by voice vote. The vote on the main article
passed by voice vote. A study committee will be appointed by the Selectmen.
Article 4. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to reimburse
Supervisors of the Checklist in accordance with the number of elections mandated
annually; to set that fee beginning in 1996 at seventy-five ($75.00) per election; and to
raise and appropriate the sum of four hundred fifty dollars ($450.00) to be added to the
amount in Line Item 4140-2-1330 to put that into effect." The article passed by voice
vote.
Article 5. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) as Bennington's share
(22.87%) of the cost of dredging the septic lagoon in Antrim which serves the Town's
septic disposal needs. The dredging is necessary to comply with State and Federal
wastewater management standards." An Agreement with the Town of Antrim was
executed in November, 1993 whereby the Town of Bennington owns 25% of the sewage
treatment plant. Expenses are based on the actual flow volume. Peter K. Martel made a
motion to amend Article #5 as follows "The costs of this article will be charged to the
users of the system." The motion was not seconded. The motion was denied. By voice
vote, the main article was passed.
Article 6. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to fund line item 4210-6-120 in
the Police Department 1996 budget request." The article stirred a lot of debate relative
to the extent of police coverage and staffing. A motion was made by Joseph Cuddemi,
and seconded, "To put the part-time officer out for study by a committee of five,
appointed by the Moderator, and return next year with their finding." Using secret yes/no
ballots (A), the vote on the amendment was "Yes" - 37, "No" - 81. The amendment
failed. The vote on the main article was done by secret yes/no ballots (B). The result was
"Yes" - 67; "No" - 45. The article passed.
Article 7. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to be placed in the Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund. The article passed by voice vote.
Article 8. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote (1) to raise and
appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) to be placed in the Rescue
Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund and (2) to authorize withdrawal from that fund such funds
as necessary for the purchase of a new Rescue Vehicle; said vehicles and amount to be
determined by the Board of Selectmen." The article passed by voice vote.
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Article 9. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of eleven thousand dollars ($1 1,000.00) to be placed in the Police
Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund." The article passed by voice vote.
Article 10. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in the Highway
Equipment/Truck Capital Reserve Fund." The articled passed by voice vote.
Article 11. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to be placed in the Library
Capital Reserve Fund." The article passed by voice vote.
Article 12. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand one hundred eighty-seven dollars ($5,187.00) to
purchase the following Fire Department Equipment: a CO Tester (C02 was on printed
on the original warrant - a typo!), hose, forestry tools, replacement clothing/gear and one
air pack." The article passed by voice vote.
Article 13. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand five hundred dollars ($5,500.00) for replacement of
second-floor windows at the Bennington Fire Station." The article passed by voice vote.
Article 14. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for repair of the
Fire Station roof using either metal or other appropriate replacement/repair material."
The article passed by voice vote.
Article 15. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate its share, the sum of eight thousand three hundred ten dollars ($8,310.00) to
perform water testing, gas survey monitoring, topography testing and the mowing of
grass at the former Tri-Town Landfill, all as required by the Post-Closure Agreement
with the State ofNew Hampshire; the costs of which are shared by Antrim, Bennington
and Francestown." The article passed by voice vote.
Article 16. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four hundred fifty dollars ($450.00) as its share of 1996-1997
programming for Project LEFT (Fuller Public Library, Hillsboro) which provides literacy
services and materials to Bennington residents over 16 years of age. This appropriation
will be made only if Federal program funding does not materialize." The article passed
by voice vote.
Article 17. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of eight hundred sixty eight thousand four hundred seventy one
dollars ($868,471.00) which represents the 1996 operating budget, said sum exclusive of
all Special Articles addressed (3-16)." The article passed by voice vote.
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Article 18. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to increase
water and sewer rates by twenty percent (20%) over the existing rate schedule. Copies of
the existing rate schedule are available at Town Hall." After much discussion on the pros
and cons of the 20% increase in both water and sewer rates a motion was made by Tom
Carr, and seconded, to "amend Article #18 to read 10% each of the next two years
increase." By a show of hands, the vote on the amendment was "Yes" - 37; "No" - 41.
The proposed amendment failed. Motion was made by Jim Geary, and seconded, "to see
if the Town will vote to increase water and sewer rates by ten percent over the existing
rate schedule. Copies of the existing rate schedule are available at Town Hall." By a
show of hands, this proposed amendment passed. The vote on the main article passed by
voice vote.
Article 19. Motion was made and seconded to see whether "the Town will accept the
provisions ofRSA 41:8, 31:39 and 259:60 to adopt an Ordinance defining and regulating
certain misuse of motor vehicles on public ways." The full text of the Ordinance was
printed in the Town Report. A typographical error was brought to the voters' attention.
The fine (penalty) should read "not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each
offense" - not five thousand dollars ($5,000.00). The article passed by voice vote.
Article 20. Motion was made and seconded "to see if the Town will vote to urge our
representatives to the General Court ofNew Hampshire and the United States Congress
to pass laws reforming electoral campaign financing, thus returning the political process
to the will of the people and encouraging the participation of candidates with great ability
and limited means." The article passed by voice vote.
Following the discussion of 1996 warrant articles, Joseph MacGregor nominated the
names of Edward French and Charles Lindsay to be added to the Town of Bennington
Plaque of Honor. The plaque is to be located in the Town Hall in a prominent place and
the cost of updating the plaque shall come from the general funds. The proposal was
approved by a round of applause in memory of the two veteran public servants.
John Cronin suggested that the Selectmen be authorized to appoint a five person
Selectmen's Advisory Committee to assist the Selectmen and the Town on matters
including, but not limited to, Long Range Planning and Needs; Local and Community
Development; Inter-Departmental Cooperation; Administrative Structure; and the Pierce
School and the Conval School District. Voter approval was granted to form a Selectmen's
Advisory Committee. It is hoped that those who were not elected would pledge their
time and energy to help on the committee.
Mark Tazelaar, Bennington School Board Representative, congratulated James Cleary,
Chairman of the School Site Committee, the school site committee members, Glenn
Loucks and Marie Magoon for their hard work relative to the location of our elementary
school. A straw poll of the voters indicated that 70% of the voters wish to see the present
Pierce School renovated and the elementary school remain in the center of town. The
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Conval School District has apparently agreed to abide by this overwhelming consensus.
Mark also congratulated the voters on their efforts at the polls on Tuesday. It has been
said that the large amount of Bennington residents that turned out to vote had a direct
impact on the successful passage of the 50/50 funding formula. Mr. Tazelaar reminded
the audience how important it was to follow through and vote for new elementary
schools at the Conval School District Meeting on March 23, 1996.
Silvio Zanga led the audience in a standing ovation in honor of William Reid,
Administrative Assistant, for all his hard work and dedication to the Town and its
residents.






































































9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Available during Town Hall office hours
Tuesday 9:00 a.m.- noon
Thursday 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.












Every Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
Second Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Second Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m
in the Library.
Third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
First Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m.








9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Noon - 8:00 p.m.
Noon - 5:00 p.m.







1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.






Cover Photo: One of Bennington's early landmarks, the Adams Tavern was built h\
Arnold Bum in I K39 on the site of the current Pieree Sehool. The Tavern burned to
the ground on April 12, 1915.

